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ADMITTED STUDENTS 
INTERACTIVE SURVIVAL

Caroline Concannon,
Docent Extraordinaire

You can sense the presence of a red lanyard nearby. You can spot the white bookstore bag from a 
mile away. There is at least two yards of distance between the kid and their parents– you decide that 
you have come to the right conclusion. Admitted students have infiltrated the campus. If they think 
they’re nervous to be on campus NOW, they don’t know what is coming to them once they start their 
time here. They’ll come to the dramatic realization that the actual nerves come from being lurked on 
by high school students. While I’m proud to be a Docent in the Office of Admission (I love my job 
please don’t fire me Sarah or Melissa), I’m aware that a lot of the student body don’t know how to 
interact with the admitted students.

Please allow me to relieve your stress–without further ado, The 2023 Admitted Students Interaction 
Survival Guide:

Scenario #1 - Student asks how you like it here
RESPONSE - Tell them that the only way to be cool on campus is to join DU Votes and they’re RE-
ALLY exclusive. You have to know someone who knows someone and they have to set up a meeting 
where you will do a really elaborate jig choreographed by AJ Hartwick. You perform for Tait Fergu-
son who either says “Jolly good” and you get let in or he shakes his head at you and blasts ‘Firework’ 
by Katy Perry to cleanse himself from your terrible performance.

Scenario #2 - A parent asks you what you think of the school mascot
RESPONSE - You say, “What mascot?” with a maniacal look in your eye. They see everything 
behind your eyes. They’re immediately immersed in your heart of darkness. They know that you 
murdered Buzzy and felt no remorse about it whatsoever. They know he lies at the bottom of Ebaugh. 
They know that there is absolutely nothing they can do about it!

Scenario #3 - You watch Griffin Conley on his way to Beta initiation run up to an admitted student 
group. He proceeds to make the docent sign his paper full of signatures that will make him eligible to 
run for DCGA office in front of them.
RESPONSE - Be really confused and let it happen.

Scenario #4 - Student sits in on your class visit and the professor starts asking them questions
RESPONSE - Start throwing spitballs at them and pass them a note asking for their lunch money. 
They’ll write back, “WTF I get free food loser. I’m sure it sucks to be a broke college student” and 
then after class they drag you out of the building will most definitely beat you up behind the library 
after class. Consider this your warning.

Scenario #5 - Parent asks you what the hookup culture is like 
RESPONSE - _____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(I’m gonna let you fill in the blanks on that one. Please submit your responses to bullsheet@denison.edu) 

That’s all I’ve got for you! At the end of the day, we’re all fending for ourselves during times like 
these. If you don’t keep your survival guide on you (which is highly recommended by The Bullsheet 
and the *Office of Admission), it never hurts to smile and hit them with a GBR!!!!

*This isn’t true, seriously I love my job and want to keep it thanks Sarah and Melissa!
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THIS PAST WEEKEND BY THE 
NUMBERS

Claire Anderson,
Number Cruncher

Where’s my 
Presidential 

Medal?!?

It’s that magical time of year: the trees blossom, the sun comes out, and everyone starts to get sen-
timental about making the most of the rest of their semester on the hill. In other words, everything 
starts happening all at once and everyone has a bunch of fun together! I crunched the numbers on all 
the fun that was had this past weekend.

1 Tink concert wrapped up Culture Jam
200 people dartied at Phi Si on Saturday
170 people went to a Phi Si darty for the first time ever
25 Borgs, including Borg #1 and Borg #2
4 Student bands
1 Parker Bailey wearing a straw hat that was part-visor
1 Kiddie Pool
20 adventurous souls who splashed in aforementioned kiddie pool
15 extremely brave souls who continues to splash in aforementioned kiddie pool even after the water 
turned into a mysterious froth
8 Rico Suave contestants
1 President Pan benched by Mac
20 Collectable David Smalley Pokemon cards
1 Rico Suave winner- KWAKU!!!
4 Threepenny Opera shows
13 hours spent performing in all Threepenny Opera shows
47 chillers found lounging on the IM’s
502 fresh sunburns
1 big fat Greek wedding officiated by President Weinberg
56 people who asked “what, they’re all getting married to each other? why?”
150 Athletes at formal
50 NARPS that went to athlete formal
1 swipe was found doing laundry (it was mine I found my swipe)

 Heyyyyy!

   It’s me! Ali Nauen!      I’ve been here            

    all week! Anyways, my show, Birds of

   North America is almost here! 

  Please come watch it, I’m start- 

                   in
g to lose my voice from   

  squeaking and

   squawwing 

   so much!


